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Chairman's Report

Last weekend was the annual South Downs Way Relay which saw some great performances from our
teams, the details of which will be reported elsewhere. I would just like to say a huge thank you to our
marshalling team at Harting – the relay couldn’t take place without the support from the clubs at the
changeovers and our manned spot at Harting Down was THE best or at least that’s our view!!.
It's been great to see the large turnouts for the RR10s so far and hopefully everyone is enjoying these
friendly and inclusive events. Don’t forget that it’s our RR10 on the 6th July and Grace and Nicky will be
looking for help to run our Hamble Country Park RR10 where we will be able to again show that SGR
marshals are the best in the business! Using this location twice through the series gives us the benefit of
running one and marshalling the other.
We are planning some more social events, hopefully the 7.05 special , the Chariots of Fire run and a
couple of handicaps. They are all suitable for all abilities so please look out for and a great chance to
catch up with others at the end.
Always good to read about member’s exploits at different races so don’t forget to provide Richard, our
editor, with your reports so that everyone can share in the enjoyment and performance of others.
Happy Running
Kevin
Chairman
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Captains’ Report

Captain’s Corner May 2022

Another busy month for Stubbington Green Runners, lots of events happening and lots of
fantastic achievements. There has been some real evidence this month of people stepping (and
sometimes swimming and cycling!!) out of their comfort zones! We embrace that extra
challenge of trying something new or pushing ourselves to that next level. So… what have you
all been upto??....
The month was kick started with the bank holiday weekend and the Milton Keynes marathon
(full and half). We had a merry band of runners travel up and stay in the MK Don’s stadium hotel
the night before the big day! Such a relaxed way to start an event, we had to walk 5 minutes to
the start line. This was a really special event as we had all trained together and this was going to
be a first time at the distance for many, and a shot at a PB for the others. Firstly a huge
congratulations to Catherine Chamberlain for smashing her first half marathon in 2:59:08.
Catherine has kindly agreed to share her experience with you all in this month’s edition.
Catherine’s training, determination and hard work paid dividends. Also running the half
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marathon we had Tracey Mason 2:59:08, Sarah Barron 2:15:01, Graham Donnachie 1:34:46 and
Rob Egerton 1:27:48.
The marathon we congratulate Simone Shepherd for her first ever marathon absolutely nailing it
with a time of 4:41:54, then hitting PB’s we had Debbie Madeira 4:41:55, Rachel Donnachie
4:51:28, Julia Lawton 4:51:38 and Jo Reed 5:11:09. Also completing the marathon Lisa Donn
4:42:51 and Lindsay Drysdale-Pratt 5:34:29, not our PB day, having to dig that little bit deeper on
this one, but still a fantastic experience and the stadium finish did not disappoint! So, next year
we will undoubtedly be back with some unfinished business and a deferral to honour! It’s quite
an undulating course (I’d forgotten how much!) but you take in a real variety of scenery and
there are lots of cows but not on the loose thankfully ☺
Staying on the road, we’ve had a couple of HRRL events this month. Alton 10m and Netley 10K,
back-to-back weekends of racing in the HRRL. The first one was Alton which was a lovely sunny
day and 17 Stubbie runners taking on the undulating roads around Alton. Quite a few people got
course PBs. The ladies A team was 7th and B team 9th, sadly we didn’t get enough runners for the
other two teams so we were last with incomplete teams. The ladies were led home by Lucy May
22nd, 54th Sara McRitchie, 60th Helen Benson and 83rd Dawn Haynes- Sewell made up the A team.
For the men it was a similar story with two complete and two incomplete teams. The men’s A
team was 2nd on the day as they pushed for promotion back to the big league with the B team
also 9th. The A team was led home by Tim Rolfe in a rich vein of form who was 9th in 59.54, 17th
Andy Simpson, 49th Mike White (congrats on 1st V60) and 59th Mark Eaton.
Netley 10K was a mixed weather bag with some of the faster runners having a dry race and the
rest of the runners running in monsoon conditions!! We had 27 runners at this local race with
just one lady’s incomplete team. The ladies A team were 8th on the day and sit 8th overall in the
league. The A team was led home by Lucy May again in 26th, 74th Claire Light, 86th Sam Graham
and 94th Claire Proctor. The men were 3rd on the day and joint 1st with one race to go, so all to
play for in trying to win the league and promotion. The men also were led home again by Tim
Rolfe 12th, 19th Andy Simpson, 67th Mike White (congrats 1st V60) and 69th Steve Dilley.
The last HRRL Alresford 10K clashes with Father’s Day and Gosport Golden Mile and 5K on
Sunday 19th June, it would be great to get lots of runners out for the last race.
A new road was explored this month in the form of a 5k sponsored event for the Naomi House
charity. A total of 350 runners hit the new Stubbington Bypass road before it opened officially
for all users. We had a fantastic sea of Green on the day! Well done everyone on this worthy
cause and the excitement of finally seeing what all the fuss is about!!
The Green Run was this month, all organised by Greg Rowe and Martin Powell. Raising
awareness of all things green within our environment. Congratulations to our Stubby runners on
the day, and the other club runners too of course!
Out of the green and into the City…. The London Vitality 10k. Getting all the best bits of the
London landmarks and a fabulous medal! Congratulations to our Stubby away day runners Mel
Barham, Susan Bonner (ran 6.7 miles!!) Gilly Shutler, Angela Price, Claire Hanrahan, Amy (oops I
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got a PB) Fox, Stuart Bamberger and Sara McRitchie also bagged new 10k PB’s with a game of
chase!
On the track we have a couple of podium Gold stars amongst our club! Congratulations to Beccy
Lord for her County Champs trophy for the 1500m and Holly Watson for the lumpier 1500m
steeplechase. Well done Ladies ☺
Moving onto the trails this month and we had some stunning courses to choose from. The
Houghton Trail 11km run also had a 4 legged event! Congratulations to Freddie and Steve Cumes
(4th place overall) , Arkle and Russell Mead and Flora and Tiffany Skerratt, Bella and Nicola
Willoughby, Jett and Kate Charles . The 2-legged humans were Paul Hammond, Gaynor Heffer,
Gareth Charles (4th overall) , Liz James, Jane Bascombe, Robert Mills, Steve (1st age cat) and Cath
Dilley. Looked like such a lovely course and some pond swimming opportunities too (mainly for
the 4 legged runners I think!). Well done Stubbies and doggies ☺
David Cameron represented the Green Army at the Maverick 25km trail run, well done David,
looks like you’re addicted to these trail events now!
Run to the Sea ultra – this event has a couple of different locations and this May was the
Brighton one. A point to point course of 50km, covering some beautiful green rolling hills and
taking you down to the Seaside at Brighton to finish, with a HUGE deckchair to sit in!
Congratulations to our dynamic duo of Sara McRitchie and Stuart Bamberger for a very strong
run.
Another stunning course starting in Winchester with some decent elevation (up Cheesefoot
Head) was the BigWayRound event. This was a special run for George Howarth as he clocked up
his 100th marathon within this event. Trust you George to round that one up to 50km in a
fantastic 05:55:47 !! Also running this event we had Simon Bacon for the 50k in 05:03:40, the 19
mile route was Greig Benson 3:00:17 and Tom Hastings 3:00:37, then the 14 mile route was
Louise Nicholson 03:13:39 and Tiffany Skerrett 03:08:43.
Clanfield 20k had a small but awesome Stubbie contingent this month. Congratulations to David
Mallard (3rd place) Allison Lawrence, Martyn Poore and Lily East (Lily’s debut run as a Stubby ☺).
The after pics look a bit woeful due to the huge downpour during the run, but the smiles of
victory are beaming.
Thorney Island Off-road Half marathon/15km event was the day after and the ladies got all the
sunshine!! Well done Claire Hanrahan, Katherine Cooper, Tiffany Skerratt and Louise Nicholson.
Sounds like a tricky technical course with a few hazards! Glad to see you’re all smiling in your
pre-photo at least!
Finally on the trails we have had 2 of our RR10’s this month. Race number 2 of the league was at
Itchen Valley Country Park and Race 3 at Manor Farm. Another great Stubby turn out on both
nights. More new faces to each which is fantastic to see. These events are such good fun and
make a really good change to our regular running schedule. The overall results as we sit
currently after race 3 give us a top 20 of: Andy Simpson 13th, Tim Rolfe 14th, Colin Trigg 16th and
Lee Reynolds 18th for the Men. For the Ladies we have Beccy Lord 3rd, Nikki Roebuck 7th and Lucy
May 12th . As a club we have an overall placing of 8 Men’s teams (A-H) with our A Team in 4th
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place. The Ladies have 7 teams (A-G) with our A Team in 4th place. Well done to each and every
one of you that is taking part in these events. I am delighted that there are just too many of us
to list!! The full results are always kept up-to-date on the RR10 website so please do have a look
at our impressive turn out to all 3 so far! It also explains how the scoring and teams work.
Hopefully lots more of us will be running at Race number 4 which is at Blackfield in the New
Forest.
Finally, but not forgotten, the last racing weekend of May saw our brave army go into battle on
the South Downs for the 100-mile relay. We are sure you know the results by now but just in
case you missed them…Ladies won the South Downs for the first time in 10 years and 2nd time
only in the club’s history with an awesome performance, congratulations ladies and Lady
Captain. The men not to be out done the Vet Men were the Coopers Cup winners which is the
age graded cup so the best time in the competition on age and performance, congratulations
men, who were also 2nd Vet team on the day. The A team were 7th A team with a last minute
drop out and ran their hearts out so well done guys. Thanks to all the drivers and marshals on
the day who were superb. Full race write ups and leg times are in this issue, thanks to the guys
who did the reports for the teams.

So, there we have May, a busy and varied month. Lots to celebrate with our running and
training. Go Green Army and have a fantastic Jubilee weekend.

This month’s edition has seen a large number of articles and reports about recent events
submitted by a number of SGR members; a whopping 36 pages! It would be nice to keep
up the momentum so that there are a similar number of members’ articles and race
reports each month.
If you are willing to be interviewed, or have any ideas, articles, photos etc for inclusion in
future issues, especially if you have participated in a distant or unusual event and would
be willing to write about it, please email me at gr-editor@stubbingtongreenrunners.net Richard
Mackay
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Decisions, decisions, decisions. Opt for a summer filled with half-marathons and 10ks, or
do you instead train for that mammoth Ultra series in the autumn…?
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Members’ Articles
How to be a green Stubbington Green Runner
By Andy White
We are used to seeing images of seas of plastic on idyllic, sandy, sun drenched beaches, washed up on
the shore, brought from miles away, blighting far away paradises, but the evidence is closer to home as
well. Take a walk along the Lee on the Solent seafront, and in particular, the stony beach running towards
the sailing club and the ranges at Browndown. Look down as you walk and amongst the compacted stone
near to the promenade. There are little specks of red and blue. Plastic. Tons of it for all I know. You don’t
really notice it unless you are looking for it, it isn’t obvious but once you’ve seen it, you won’t forget it.
So, this month I am going to introduce you to plogging, yep, plogging, you heard it right. It is made up of
the Swedish word for jogging and picking up, that’s jogga and plocka upp, in case your Swedish is a little
rusty like mine. And that should give you a hint as to what plogging is. It is the art of going for a run and
picking up litter on the way. As you can guess, it originated in Sweden. Sometime in 2016, and in the not
that many years since then it has taken off. There is a website dedicated to the activity that brings fellow
ploggers together, with groups gathering to clear up stretches, whether they be beach, park or wherever
else that litter manages to gather. There is even a regular one at Stokes Bay. Just go to www.plogging.org
and you will find one local to you.
But you don’t need an official session to get out there and do your bit. As a dog owner I have a constant
supply of small bin bags and my wife often redeploys one to pick up stuff as we follow the dog around.
Okay, more plastic, but the goal this month is to get rid of the litter and get it into the bin rather than the
ground. Maybe use one of those bags that most online clothes purchases seem to come in. I have noticed
that some are biodegradable and even seen one that suggests you use it for plogging. Or maybe, just do
that little bit, one or two things, picked up and placed in the bin without the need for a bag. Every little bit
helps.
Plogging doesn’t just benefit the environment, it is also better for you. Your jog now involves a bit of extra
stretching, the odd squat and, best of all, the satisfaction of a job well done. Never underestimate the
mental benefits of all these good things we can do.
Now don’t get plogging confused with the more sedately paced pliking, where instead of a run, you go for
a hike. Much the same outcome though, less litter and less plastic drifting around the place. Not sure they
have moved onto plycling yet though.
All the best and see you out there, bin bag in hand.
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By Susan Wakefield
"After years of hearing the phrase "RR10's" bandied about amongst club members (and being put off by
mistakenly thinking it was a series of 10 mile runs!), I decided to "give it a go"!
I love running....it does not like me! I'm not a natural, I don't glide along carried by wisps of air, barely
touching the ground. I'm a heavy footed plodder, often wondering why I run at all, as I gasp for air.
3-5 miles is around my preferred distance, so these RR10's offering 4.5 to 5 miles each, fit me perfectly.
Buoyed along by fellow members Peter Redman and Janine Jenkins of "A" group, who were also wanting
to "give it a go", we braced ourselves and rocked up to the Itchen Valley RR10. We had a car share and
aimed to arrive early, so parking was easy. Although these events are well placed in positions with parking
and toilets, having the masses descend all at once, could obviously pose parking issues. Car sharing is
definitely recommended and in all honesty nicer, as you get to excitedly chat beforehand.
As is often the case with running, the atmosphere before the race was so friendly. A mass of friendly
people with one thing in common. The course itself was a mix of country fields, then through some woods,
undulating, easy in places and hard in others. In other words, a typical trail run! Although trail shoes are
recommended, I don't have any. My trusty road shoes coped well with the course.
Coming down the home straight towards the finish line to cheers of encouragement from members of all
clubs, makes everyone feel a winner.
There has been a real camaraderie during the, now two, RR10's I have done. Other runners and marshals
rooting for you during more difficult parts of the course. Both times marshals and car parking stewards
were in abundance and friendly. Clubs really go all out to give their "rival" clubs a good experience.
Such a great running community atmosphere is in abundance at these RR10's. I'm looking forward to
doing more.
Oh and cake! Lots and lots of cake, waiting for you at the finish line!
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South Downs Relay Vet Team Report
The vets team this year was originally made up of Daragh Hendley, Jon Warner, Pere Capdevila, Colin
Trigg, Lee Reynolds , Nick Kimber (our ace driver and timekeeper) and of course, our captain Andy
(Simmo) Simpson. I was privileged to be asked to step in, after Pere unfortunately had to drop out due to
injury.
I still wasn’t fully awake when Cath (my better half) dropped me off at Captain Simmo’s for the 5:30am
pickup. Nick arrived with Lee already on-board and we loaded the bus with our stuff, including enough
water to hydrate an army! A quick stop at the Solent Hotel to collect Jon and Daragh, and then we headed
to Worthing to pick up Colin.
Traffic was clear and we even had time to stop at Andy’s favourite ‘comfort’ services on the way. It turns
out this would be the first of many. Nick later said he’d never been on a relay bus that needed so many
‘comfort’ stops. Not sure what else he expected with a bus full of vets!?!
We arrived at Beachy Head in plenty of time to chat with the Stubby A team who were waiting for their
08:00am start. Captain Simmo checked us in before we watched Rob Greenwood from the Stubby A
team begin his first leg, shouting encouragement as he disappeared into the distance with the other two
8:00am starters.
Then it was time for the usual team photo. Squinting with the sun in our eyes, none of us were looking
particularly photogenic. But, as Nick said in the copy he posted on Facebook, it was probably the best we
were going to look all day! Photo done, we then listened to the organisers’ safety briefing before Andy
prepared himself for the off ….

Stubby Vets team (damn we’re a handsome bunch!)
There were three other teams in the 8:30am start. One of which was Brighton Phoenix vets who were one
of our two main rivals, and two A teams. Our other main rivals, Basingstoke vets, were starting at the later
time of 9:00am, so it wasn’t going to be as easy to keep tabs on them as the day progressed. We cheered
Andy as he sped off, leading the pack in typical Simmo style.
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Captain Simmo leading the charge!
We stopped briefly at a lay-by just before Belle Tout Lighthouse to cheer him on, before driving on to the
compulsory check at Birling Gap. Teams are obliged to stop here to see their runners through, to make
sure they’ve not fallen off Beachy Head cliffs! Andy was running well, but so were Phoenix.
We drove on to Exceat, parking up and making the most of another ‘comfort stop’ at the café opposite the
car park. We couldn’t resist; Nick had promised these were ‘gold standard’ facilities. We weren’t
disappointed – thanks Nick!
Noses powdered, we waited for the leg 1 runners to appear over the brow of the hill. It was really close.
Andy had given it everything, but Phoenix and one of the A team runners had just nudged ahead. This
was clearly going to be a tough race!
The end of Leg 1 is a two baton change due to a busy road crossing with a bit of a blind corner. So as
Andy ran in, the marshal shouted across the road for Colin to start. He set off and rapidly disappeared out
of view. We headed back to the minibus and on to the next leg at Bo Peep car park, willing him to do well.
But leg 2 is tough, with about 1000ft of elevation gain.
Arriving at Bo Peep car park, this was my first leg. I had a quick warm up before taking up position at the
baton change to wait for Colin. He appeared over the top of the hill and stormed down the slope towards
me. He’d had a cracking run, moving up from 3rd to 1st in our group start time and bagged himself a vet
team club leg record! He passed the baton; and I was off, my team holding the first two gates open for me.
The start of leg 3 is a climb, although nowhere near as tough as many climbs on the other legs. But even
so, a downhill start would have been nice when your team captain is holding the second gate open for you
shouting “come on Steve” at the top of his lungs!
Leg 3 is a stunning run. I absolutely loved recceing it. There are a couple of little climbs near the start
before it levels off and presents you with the most amazing views. It then has a fantastic downhill section
to the finish. But I didn’t notice any of this on race day. About one third of the way in I became aware of a
runner behind me. I dug deep, pushed on and hoped it wasn’t the Phoenix guy. But as he passed, I saw it
was. Of course, I was gutted to have given up the lead, but he was clearly a much faster (and younger)
runner than me. I reminded myself that all I could do was give it my all. I may not have broken any
records, but as I ran in and passed the baton to Daragh at Itford Farm, I was chuffed to discover I’d
managed to shave a good amount of time off Andy’s estimate.
I didn’t ask, but I expect the guys made full use of the ‘facilities’ at the Itford Farm Youth Hostel café.
The end of leg 4 is at a lay-by on the A27 and the baton change was on the pavement a little way from the
lay-by. As we made our way to it to wait for Daragh, Lee made a B-line for a portaloo - it was locked!
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The incoming runners had to run west along the south side of the road, before crossing a bridge to the
north side, and then back east to where we were. We could just about see them through the bushes and
trees on the other side of the road as they approached the bridge. Was that Daragh in the lead? It was!
He’d had a storming run, demolishing the Phoenix runner who was looking totally spent when he finally
ran into the changeover point a good couple of minutes behind. Daragh had not only regained the lead,
but as we later found out, had also broken the leg 4 vet team record.
Leg 5 was Lee’s. Another tough leg; pretty much all uphill with over 800ft elevation gain. Only one very
small descent near the beginning, but only after a climb first of course! He shot off and the rest of us
clambered back in the bus and on to Ditchling Beacon.
Despite a tough run, Lee was looking strong as he flew into the baton change. He’d also taken 90 seconds
off his predicted leg time. Another great run!
The marshal indicated Jon was ok to go and he set off towards Saddlescombe Farm. A seasoned relay
runner, we knew he’d do well as he ran into the distance.
Jon charged into the field at the end of his leg to post yet another fast time for the team. Like most of us so
far, with Phoenix motivating us all to run harder than we thought we could, he had also come in under
Andy’s predicted time. At the end of the first round of legs, we’d already shaved 4 minutes off Captain
Simmo’s predicted times. But Phoenix were also running really well and had just nudged ahead again.
Even so, there was still nothing in it. We also still didn’t know how Basingstoke were doing.
The second and third round of legs were tough. Phoenix held on to their lead, but only just. Everyone in
our team was running well, smashing both Andy’s predicted leg times and also another 3 vet team records
– Daragh again on leg 10 and Lee on leg 16. As the day progressed, we also heard that Basingstoke were
out of the race. We didn’t know the details at the time, but one of their runners had turned his ankle and
broken his foot on leg 9. It goes to show – anything can happen on the day, so never give up! Much to
Nick’s amusement (or maybe it was frustration, but if it was he didn’t show it), we also made plenty more
loo stops!
As usual, one of the highlights for any of the Stubby teams in the relay is reaching South Harting; the end
of leg 13 and the Stubbington Green marshal point. I may be slightly biased, but for me it’s the best leg
changeover point of the whole race. The support from our marshals is second to none and, due to the
open grassy area where teams can congregate to chat and watch their runners close up, it has a real buzz
about it.
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Stubbington Green marshals – Harting Hill – enjoying a quick picnic before duties.
At the start of the last leg, 18, we knew we were probably too far behind to catch Phoenix. But Jon literally
sprinted the first 20 yards like he’d just robbed a bank! Could he hold that pace for another 5.5 miles!?!
We watched him until he disappeared across the A272. We then headed to Cheesefoot Head, just over
the halfway point to give him one last motivational shout of encouragement before Chilcomb sports ground
and the end of the race.
This great day doesn’t just happen, there is the organising by the Captains, special thanks to Sara
McRitchie who liaised with organisers and our marshals. Thank you to the fabulous Stubbie marshals
who gave up their time on the day to make this race possible. To the most important man in the team who
put up with us all day, got us to the legs on time and those comfort stops….Nick Kimber. Finally, Stuart
Bamberger for his massive Dundee Cake wedge that Simmo was really pleased to get at the end of his
last leg.
We’d done amazingly well, all running to the max on each and every leg, taking a total of 12 minutes and
55 seconds off Captain Simmo’s time estimate, to finish in a total time of 11 hours 4 minutes and 53
seconds. Unfortunately, Phoenix had also run extremely well and had come in 3 minutes and 1 second
ahead. But achieving second vets’ team and 5 th overall is nothing to be sniffed at – we’d done ourselves
proud.
We watched and cheered our ladies team as they received their 1st place medals (amazing work ladies!),
followed by the A team and vets winners (booo!), and were just about to head off when the organisers
announced the Cooper Cup winners …… “Stubbington Green vets”! Talk about icing on the cake! What a
day!
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2022 Cooper Cup winners!
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Ladies South Down Report

Monday morning, race week; you know the week where you get phantom niggles and avoid everyone in
the office who sneezes (even pre-covid days!), I've got a good feeling about this year though, but keep it
to myself so I don't jinx anything.
Like most big races, the South Downs Way Relay takes months of preparation; team selection, leg
allocation, leg reccing and then making sure you have enough kit and nutrition to race hard, recover, then
do it again... and again. I've been lucky enough to be part of the ladies team 13 (unlucky for some) times
now and although I alway give my all I'm feeling a bit of extra pressure, having been nominated to be the
Captain for the day (which was a big honour - thank you ladies). I'm also feeling the pressure because in
April we lost a remarkable athlete and lady - Tanya Brady, so I wanted to dedicate this year's race to her.
11 years ago, we were preparing teams for the Test Way Relay, when Emily Foran said her friend had just
joined the club and was a pretty good runner, so she was added to the ladies team. I remember Tanya
storming through at the end of leg 7 to hand over to Emily in the lead and we won the Test Way Relay,
beating the formidable Winchester team (who basically won it every single year!). In fact, every relay we
ran with Tanya we placed (Test Way winners in 2011 & 2012 and South Downs Way winners 2012 and
2nd place (by less than a minute) in 2013. Tanya became our lucky relay charm, so it was only fitting,
exactly one month from her passing, that we ran for her. I printed her picture to place on the front of the
van and wrote her name on my hand to help push me through the day.
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06:30 - start time, Helen starts us off strong as we know she would. On the third leg Holly has overtaken
some teams and despite questioning Kelley where exactly the changeover point was (when there was
only one single track to follow!) runs an absolute cracker of a leg to break our ladies leg record handing
over to Beccy who gives another storming run to break her own leg record as does Nikki on leg 6. I won't
comment on all the leg records - there were about 7 of them in total and a few very, very close!
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As everyone has different start times it can be difficult to know where you are overall but as we slowly
catch up to the ladies’ teams who started before us and get further ahead of the teams that started with
us, we start to get excited! There's one team who started an hour behind us that we still haven't seen at
any of the change overs so once we get to leg 13 and our brilliant marshals (thank you once again) we get
them to send us an update of when they pass through...it comes, 1hour and 6 mins after we've been
through meaning we're about 6 mins ahead! Things are getting really exciting now. I tell the girls, every
second counts and that knowing we're potentially winning and at worst 2nd place will give them an extra
boost for their remaining legs - it does, the final legs when everyone is feeling the long day, the ladies
find even more and push on hard. Kelley has the longest leg of the day (thank you for 'taking one for the
team' and Helen's bribe to get you to agree to it!) and she storms through quickly, maybe a bit too quick
as Nikki was just coming out of the toilet when Kelley came through to the change over and gets there
just in time. Nikki comes flying in to the finish and we start the clock - it's the longest hour, but we know
if Arena 80 comes in before that 60mins we've got 2nd. We huddle round in a circle as the clock ticks
down and we realise we've done it.

We didn't want to get too excited before the official announcement, just in case (there can be time
penalties added), but we know deep down there shouldn't be any issues. Arena 80 got announced as
2nd place (they looked a bit shocked as I don't think we were on their radar) and the joy when we got
announced as the winners by 11minutes is incredible. I take Tanya's picture up with me to collect our
medals and feel so proud we can win this in her memory. One of the ladies from Arena 80 came up to
congratulate me and ask me about Tanya, so I tell her the story and she tells the rest of her team, who
show brilliant sportsmanship saying they're so pleased we won for her (there's some hugs and tears from
all at this point).
All the ladies gave their absolute all and the support and encouragement from each other and the
support team throughout the day was what makes this club great. Thank you Helen, Holly, Beccy, Kelley,
Nikki, racing driver Sally and timekeeper Lisa! You were all awesome!
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South Downs Relay – A Team Report

'Hey Stewart we're not doing the North Downs, get in the right lane', came a voice from our back seat
driver at 5.45am as we ventured towards the A3 turnoff. It felt like a wake-up call for the whole team, who
momentarily quietened down to focus and mentally prepare for our three demanding runs in the day
ahead.
We arrived at Beachy Head at 7.15am just as a flock of carrier pigeons were unleashed. After our race
briefing there was time for a quick team photo before we lined up against two other teams. Rob
Greenwood carried the baton for the first leg, which looked like a steady start, but turned into a 5:45 first
mile. We arrived at leg 2 in second place, with Haslemere Harriers ahead of us disappearing off into the
distance and not to be seen again.
Newcomer to the South Downs Relay Gary Pullan, was chomping at the bit to get going on Leg 5. 'Give it
everything' was the message from the team bus, 'Don't leave anything in the tank', 'No regrets'. Pumped
up and ready to go, Gary set off at a blistering pace into the first hill and by the top, had felt the full force of
the South Downs, before the route took him up further to the top of Ditchling Beacon. He came in strong,
but feeling worse for wear and nervous about the day ahead. Refuelled and refocused for the two
remaining legs ahead, Gary put in some solid efforts, finishing the day strong, despite getting spotted
walking up his last hill!
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Chris Sandy put in three solid shifts getting stronger and building pace throughout the day. For much of
the day we weren't running directly against teams around us. Mike White however was in a dogfight with
Stubbington Vets runner, Steve Dilley, finishing each leg just seconds apart from the first two leg. Their
final showdown was on Leg 15, with Butser Hill ahead of them Mike put in another monster effort but was
just pipped narrowly by Steve again.
Tim Rolfe took on the longest leg of the day, leg 17 which took him from the top of Winchester Hill, up
Beacon Hill and over to Holding Farm. He unleashed a furious pace on the 8.5-mile route, completing it in
56.37 minutes at an average pace of 6.36/mile.
Last minute replacement, Euan Mcgrath took the baton for the final leg, who was cheered through
Cheesefoot Hill by a large crowd cheering and chanting his name and crossed the line in a total time of 12
hours and 7 minutes and 34 seconds.
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It was a great day out and team effort from Stubbington A's. A big thanks to our Team Driver, Stewart
Pepper, who despite the initial navigation worry delivered us safely to the start of each leg, on time and
without any stress. Also, thanks to the marshals the Stubbington Marshals at South Harting, who if there
was a prize for the best Marshal Team, would have won, hands down! A great day out with solid
performances from the whole team.

My First Half Marathon Experience
Sometimes you just have to give in to what feels like a crazy idea and go for it. I’ve never been a confident
runner or someone who has found it easy. So when, at the SGR Xmas party, it was suggested I do the
Milton Keynes half marathon I just laughed. I really wanted to be part of what I knew would be a fun
weekend away with a great bunch of friends but fear was holding me back. Everyone else seemed to
believe I could do it except me so by the end of the evening I was signed up!
The furthest I’d ever run before was a 10k, and at that stage I was enjoying park runs and various SGR
training sessions, but I was somewhat daunted by how to prepare for a half marathon. So I was very glad
that Lisa Donn organised a training plan for me that included other events like the Winchester 10k and
Salisbury 10 miler along the way. This was a great way to build up my distance and stay motivated,
especially when running the events with friends - thank you Nikki Noodle and Cat Groves!
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Race weekend arrived, nearly everyone else was running the full marathon so in some respects I was
relieved to ‘just’ be doing the half instead... Everyone was excited and nervous. My only goal was to give
it my best effort and to finish. I didn’t want any time pressures, it was going to be a PB regardless, I just
wanted to enjoy the experience. My running buddy for the day, Tracey Mason, was great company and
we laughed a lot....and when it got tough (for me not her!) it was great to have company to distract me
from any negative thoughts creeping in. On the approach to the finish line I did get a massive lump in my
throat but the football stadium finish was great fun and meant I was all smiles by then.
I could not have achieved this without support and encouragement from this fantastic club. It is great to
be a part of such an inspiring and talented bunch of people!! Thanks to all the ‘Tubbington Runners’ that
made MK such a brilliant and positive weekend. My recommendation is just to say YES, train and give it a
go. You’ll be glad that you did. I am. My only concern now is what I might agree to at the next SGR Xmas
do...!!
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May Time Trial
Another goodnight weather wise with 20 runners turning out for the 4 mile effort. Thank you to all our
helpers and well done to all the runners which included 5 first timers and 6 improvers on the night.
There were 3 biggest female improvers with 3rd place going to Eunice Eaton chopping 48 seconds off her
time, 2nd was Janine Jenkins with the encouragement of our backmarker on the night Sara slicing 1
minute 41 seconds off. The biggest female improver was Jacqueline Healy who smashed 2 minutes 20
seconds off. The biggest male improvers on the night was also 3 with Carl Schafer for the second month
in a row going quicker this time by 20 seconds! In 2nd on the night and missing out by just 3 seconds was
another Healy, brother Mike, breezing around 1 minute 5 seconds quicker. The winner of male improver
went to ….Steve Cumes dicing 1 minute 8 seconds off his best. Congratulations Jacqueline and Steve on
being biggest improvers in May. The Randomator winner was Haydn Brown.
The next Time Trial is a very special one, as we have invited Gosport Road Runners to sample our
hospitality and Time Trial course which is on Thursday 16th June. It would be great to see lots of you
running the Time Trial and we will need a few extra marshals on the night, so please volunteer if you can.
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The Time Tunnel
Past issues of The Green Runner, dating back to its inception in 1985, are available
via this link: Newsletters and Podcast - Stubbington Green Runners If you want to
see the pre-2007 editions scanned by Mike Bell, click on the link on the link to the
club google drive.
This was a ‘blast from the past’ taken from the June 2007 edition, so it is now,
fifteen years on from that, a historical hurricane.
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Last Month’s Parkrun

Parkrun information is provided by Chris Stapleford. Full details and all of the tables he has compiled about
the previous month’s Parkrun results can be found on the website and Facebook page.
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Hampshire Road Race League (HRRL events)
Information courtesy of Grace Thompson.

Race details and league positions can be found at RR10 LEAGUE
SGR will be hosting the River Hamble Country Park on 6 July and we would like
volunteers to support this.
Further updates and reminders will be posted on the Facebook page
Please remember to wear your SGR shirt when taking part in HRRLs in order to
qualify for club and individual points.

Green Army Online Podcasts
Please click on the image, or copy and paste the link, to listen to the current
podcast and also view the archive. These podcasts are created by Stewart Pepper
and are packed with news, views, training tips and in-depth interviews with
members. Please note this is not updated each month.

https://anchor.fm/stewart-pepper?fbclid=IwAR3kcKpUoQEX8DtwvFdrhCT16Vrzft7Ssc8AEnlXLVl07RnVYpSIbcBm3Xk

Useful Links
Order online or instore with Alton Sports, stockists of SGR sportswear:
https://www.altonsports.co.uk/product-category/brands/club-kit/stubbington-green/
SGR Session and Training Calendar
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https://www.stubbingtongreenrunners.net/training/

https://www.dec.org.uk/appeal/ukraine-humanitarian-appeal
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